
that war is the worst thing in the world. We should let the communist

take us over. We shouldn't relsist. War- 4-¬ would be wrong . We might

kill sore one then. Why, I hate to think what is going to happen to some cf

these people if the Communislxt do take over, k became thos e are the very

x people they will use for two or three years, and then they will cast aside
to

)6m torture x or put to forced labor...but these ideas are spread through our

lard and we Christians have a duty to recognize the value of human life, we

have a duty in the situation in which we find ourselves to stand for Biblic.

principles and to do our best to make life better for all other people, as far

as we can but the greatest duty that we have in this regard k is to realize is that

the mott important heipt that we could give to someone else is not to enable them

to live another five or the-ten or thirdcty years, but gt to enable then to live

all eternity in joy instead of in misery. Let's turn for a seccnd to Matt. the fifth

chapter, and there in the fifth chapter there is so much that is important, but

I am going to only read two verses now, verses 29 and 30, And if thy right

eye offend thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee, for it is- e4.4ale profitable

for thee that one of thecy members should perish and not that thy whole body should

be case-4te-cast into hell, and if thy right hand offend thee, cut it off and cast

it from thee, for it is profItalbe-e- for thee that one of thy members that-ere-

ef-t1yshou1d perish and not that thy vh ole body should be cast into hell. The

Bible teaches that a few years of happy life on this earth is but

that is nothing k compared W.th the ' question of what is going to happen for

mm-e-- millions of years afterwards, and the kindest thing that the Christian

can do to c otle rs is to find ways of leading them to realize the importan.kce

of this fact, to find ways of bringing the truth of the Bible to their attention,
fl44'_

so that they will give serious thought to it, so that many of them turn-from
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